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Newest Warren City Hall is where Old Health Department building was. Meetings here offer quite a 

difference to early meetings.  As there were no roads you had to walk miles to attend. On April 3, 1837 

a number of citizens met at the home (a log cabin) of Louis Groesbeck to organize the government of 

the Township.[60] Restroom facilities were out back as pictured.  There was no running water or 

electricity.  At the bottom left is the actual Minda log cabin which was at 9 Mile and Ryan.
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Notice the B/W picture 2nd down on the left is a cornfield where the 

Tech Plaza is now.  Remember Warren was Wilderness for thousands of years  

then all farms for 100 years before it became a city.   

Warren was completely self sufficient in food and water.
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Longest Lasting Businesses
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Village Book Exchange has Thousands of Bargain books.
Cheryl has been in business located at this very historic 
spot for 35 years. This was the old Rump farm which was 
built on the old cranberry marsh off of the planked State 
Road part of the first Road in Michigan the one built by 
the Moravian Indians about 1786.  There is a huge 
selection of Science Fiction and Novels, plus New 
Arrivals, Hard Backs, Audio Books, and much more.
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Early businesses included land sales, food, goods, drinks, tools and transportation.  Blacksmiths, 

Tinsmiths, Wood smiths (Coopers) and carpenters made needed  items. Several brick companies made 

bricks.  Brewers made beer.  Tanners tanned hides which were used for many things.

Before restaurants there were many Inns,  Taverns, Speakeasys, and dives.  In the old days they were 

often vulgar places with dirt floors that customers spit their chewing tobacco out on.  Fights were 

common.  But some others ran clean establishments had female bartenders of strong character who did 

not put up with too much bull.  Some even served good food.  Louie's started we are told as an ice 

cream parlor.  During prohibition many became blind pigs.  Often the local sheriff deputy was a well-

known customer.  Many folks liked to have a drink and just because some anti drinkers had got a law 

passed against it wasn't going to stop them.  The Detroit area was known as the rum capital.  The 

Eighteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, established Prohibition in the United States 

in 1919. It was repealed by the Twenty-first Amendment in 1933. During this time the Detroit area 

was a hotbed of illegal activity. There were many speakeasys in Warren. Clem's Pour House was one 

of many that were open 24-7. You could not get in unless you were known by someone inside. “As 

many as 25,000 illicit saloons, or “blind pigs,” operated in Detroit area and did a $215 million 

business.  Liquor trafficking was Michigan's second leading industry. (Lawrence E. Ziewacz 228)  

Warren and Center Line often had more bars than churches.

Automobile repair shops did a good business also

There were riding stables such as the Ryan Riding stable but for a time for an additional fee one could 

be ridden.  Rosie's red light was down on Ryan, and a bar across from St Clement Church who had one 

bartender who baby-sitted his young baby while the house next to it had seven young “housekeepers.”  

There were speakeasys or blind pigs and other recreational businesses during prohibition and at other 

times which the history of has been “forgotten.”

Sure a lot of stuff went on in the old days as does now that will not be recorded in histories.  

The velvet touch down on Van Dyke supposedly gave great massages.

I was a social worker for the American Red Cross and used to look down from an upstairs window at 

John R and Erskin.  I admired the little church across the street because any time of the night or day 

there was a person out there in front of the church passing out church literature.  They carried it even 

further and got in the car for a ride around the block I assumed for a sermon.  Funny though they 

always rode in the back seat.  Turned out that it was a 24/7 drug dealers. And there was that nice motel 

almost next door on Woodward.  I recommended it for several families to stay there when they had a 

sick child at the medical center close by.  Once a client complained to me that the motel only charged 

by the hour and was too expensive.  Opps.

Of course the majority of businesses are outstanding honest concerns.

As you look thru this archive you will see hundreds of business fotos.  There is an alphabetical listing 

using the index and a listing by street is in the business section.  
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Old places Murthum house & barn Quonsets, cabins, blacksmith shop, ice cream store, Singing Sam’s
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Bunert One Room School Museum

Education was thought of as a privilege and both students and parents wanted it very much to 

succeed.  Most teachers had the full support of parents in the old days. If a boy was bad in school, he 

might get a little extra set of chores to do at school. If he was guilty of serious misbehaving, he might 

experience the sting of a switch on his butt. But if his father found out he would get much worse 

switchings plus extra chores and work to do. If the boy failed the final exam at the end of the year his 

father could use that as reason enough to consider that he was unfit for school which meant that he 

became free labor for the family until he was eighteen. This meant that he had to do a mans work 

around the farm without pay. The first town meeting was held at the house of Louis Groesbeck, April 

3, 1837, Avery Dennison, Sam Gibbs, Lyman E. Rhodes, were voted Commissioners of Schools. The 

first known school was s split log schoolhouse the farmers built at the corner of Creek Road/Ryan 

roads. Was used as church for both Methodist and Baptist groups. This log building also had split log 

benches. Rather uncomfortable By 1875 two churches and a school on Ryan Road were in operation. 

The one called the West School is still standing. It is that red brick building just south of Chicago 

Road on the East side of Ryan. St Clement school in the middle of Warren was up and running and 

the Plunket school at Ten Mile and State Road (Sherwood) were operating. The Bunert One Room 

School pictured below was built in 1875. The school is a wood frame board-and-batten structure. 

Originally the school housed students in grades 1-8. The school had one teacher who taught all 

grades. Classes were held in it until 1944. A larger two room school was built in 1927 and sat next to 

the Bunert School. Classes K-4 were taught in the one room school, 5-6 and 7-8 were taught in the 

two-room school. The two schools had 3 teachers and 65 students. In 1944 a new 6 room school was 

built and named Charwood after Betty Chargo and Irene Woodward. The two older schools were then 

sold to John O’Connor who made them into residences. In 1970 it was sold to the Santa Maria Lodge. 

In 1987 the lodge people offered it to The local historical society who had it moved next to Tower 

High School. Murthumn High School was built in 1926 as was Busch School. Students if not needed 

for farm work could attend either high school. 
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There was only one teacher. During the winter months she was required to walk or use buggy and to 

get to the school early REGARDLESS OF ANY WEATHER to get a fire started in the potbelly 

stove, so the room was warm for the students. Sometimes the teacher would prepare a hot, noon meal 

on top of the stove, usually consisting of soup or stew. The School year was September-May. Time 9 

a.m. To 3 or 4 p.m., with morning & afternoon 15-minute recesses & an hour for lunch. Student 

chores were as follows: The older students were given the responsibility of bringing in water, 

carrying in coal or wood for the stove. The younger students would be given responsibilities 

according to their size and gender such as cleaning the black board, taking the erasers outside for 

dusting, sweeping, Dust. Empty trash. Empty water bucket, attend to stove. Sometimes town 

meetings and picnics were also held at schools.. The youngest children sat in the front. Classes were 

divided into rows according to grade level. The school was required to provide education in scientific 

knowledge in harmony with the principles of patriotism, humanity and democracy. it provided for 

moral, aesthetic, working, health, physical an ecological education of pupils. Subjects were: Reading, 

Writing, Arithmetic, Spelling, History, US Government, Civics, Constitution, Bill of Rights, 

Geography. The older students usually helped the younger students with their lessons. The number of 

students ranged from about 6 to sixty. Sometimes the classroom was overcrowded. Methods: The 

teacher would call each grade level to the front of the room where they would sit on a long bench and 

receive and recite their lessons. Everyone walked or rode horse to school. Students didn't miss for 

bad weather. Attendance was better for the girls than for the boys because the boys had to work on 

the farm most of the time. Teacher usually began with first grade & gave all other students 

assignments. The teacher would teach one subject at a time to each grade level, then move on to the 

next grade level with the same subject. Students usually had plenty of time to do their work while the 

teacher was going over the lesson with the other grades. After the teacher got through with one 

subject, she went on to the next and repeated the process again. Students got a lot of reinforcement 

by listening to the teacher teach the other grade levels. The teachers usually had very little equipment 

with which to work. Any extra materials had to be purchased by the teacher. The students usually did 

assignments with pencil and newsprint paper or on black tablets. What did the students bring for 

lunch? Usually molasses or lard and sugar sandwiches, spread bacon fat, syrup, or jam on bread. 

Hard boiled eggs, Cold pancakes, Peanut butter, cheese, Fried chicken, Apple, Carrots, Tomatoes, 

and Homemade cookies. On cold days a half-baked potato to keep hands warm and baking them at 

school on potbelly stove. Water was from a common dipper in in water can in the entry hall. 

Discipline: Teachers and parents were strict. Brothers and sisters often were in the same classroom 

with you and would probably tell on you if you were bad. Pupils spoke when called upon by the 

teacher or requested permission before speaking by raising arm. Required to stand when speaking. 

Titles of respect (Miss, Mister, Ma'am, Sir) were always used in addressing the teacher. Lesser 

punishments, rap on the hands or knuckles with a steel-edged ruler, standing in a corner with face to 

the wall, sitting upon a high stool beside the teacher's desk, standing for long periods with arms held 

straight out in front. It was taken for granted that the Golden Rule, courtesy, fairness, were the 

Standard of Conduct. In 1878, men teachers earned about $30 per month and women teachers earned 

$20 per month. There were more women teachers because they could pay them less. Most of them 

were untrained as teachers. Sometimes teachers would start teaching when they were only 14 years 

old. This meant that some of them were younger than their students, who ranged in age from 4 to 17 

years old. Books were most often "hand-me-downs". 
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Here are a few of the things taught: 

What is the Law of our land?

What is the Bill of Rights?

What protects your Freedoms? 

Very important! The Bill of Rights which are the first ten amendments to the Constitution were 

approved in 1791 to give us specific freedoms.

First Amendment guarantees the freedom of religion, of speech, of the press, of assembly, and of 

petition to the government for redress of grievances. 

Second Amendment gives the right to bear arms openly, 

Third Amendment freedom from quartering soldiers in a house without owner's consent 

Fourth Amendment protects people against unreasonable search and seizure. No searches without 

warrant or probable cause. This is also about privacy that people supposed to be entitled to have their 

homes and personal effects private and free from searches. 

Fifth Amendment no person shall be held for "a capital or otherwise infamous crime" without 

indictment, be twice put in "jeopardy of life or limb" for the same offense, be compelled to testify 

against himself, or "be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law." It also 

prohibits government from taking private property without "just compensation," 

Sixth Amendment guarantees the right of speedy and public trial by an impartial jury in all criminal 

proceedings and the right to have legal counsel for the accused and guarantees that the accused may 

require witnesses to attend the trial and testify in the presence of the accused. It also guarantees the 

accused a right to know the charges against him. 

Seventh Amendment guarantees right of trial by jury in almost all civil cases. 

Eighth Amendment. Excessive bail, fines "cruel and unusual" punishment prohibited. 

These rights were fought for in the Revolutionary War from the Bloody British and they were defended 

in W.W.I and W.W.II and other wars. Thousands of our soldiers died preserving these rights for you. 

Name the states and capitols for each state. Name the countries of the world and their capitals. 

Be able to do addition subtraction multiplication and division in your head. Be able to figure a square 

root with pencil and paper. 

Know use of fractions and how to add subtract multiply and divide them. 

Be able to figure percents. 

Understand and use the rules for punctuation 

Know the cases for common verbs. 

Know spelling for common words. 

Acquire reading skills for your grade level. 

Be able to write with good penmanship. 

Be able to write a business letter. 

Name the presidents of the United States in order. 

Know why the Revolutionary War was caught and know about the most important battles. 

Know about the most important events in history. 

Know about the most import things in Science such as the causes of weather, climate health, etc. Know 

about the most common inventions. 

Be able to pass the year end exam.  

My grandfather went to a one room school in the 1800s and stated that children learned very well 

because they were motivated to do so because their parents insisted that they learn.  He stated that first 

the teacher taught them the lesson as they read it then they had to do practice, then they had to recite to 

the teacher what they had learned and finally they had to teach younger children the lesson.  As a result 

they learned very well.  Teachers had total authority then and usually had a willow switch to use if 

necessary.  And if a student was goofing off the teacher could visit the family and the father would take 

the offending student to the wood shed resulting in them not wanting to sit for a few days. Any boy 

who continually goofed off would end up doing hard farm work rather than going to school. 
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See my Who’s Who which has the stories of hundreds of our 

local notables.
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PEOPLE in our local history

This is only an introduction because the main work is the Who’s Who which consists of a entire books

So here is just a few of the many hundred listed in the Who’s Who. See Index

This includes pioneers, public officials, community leaders, farmers, mayors, soldiers, veterans, in fact 

anyone who was anyone that accomplished at least something is or will be in the Who’s Who of the 

Warren-Center Line Area. And if I missed anyone just e-mail me at wecare@dogoodforall.today

So here are a very few listed here in abbreviated one line form whereas the Book Who’s Who 

sometimes has more than one page on a person. Usually submitted by the family or written by that 

same person. If you want to be in this Local Who’s Who which is going to Library of Congress and 

will be in local libraries just send me a bio.

Here are a selected few outstanding persons out of hundreds. Listed in our Who’s Who.

Abel Warren our earliest close settler of record. Was so loved they named the Township after him.

Sarah Warren his wife. They moved here from Covington NY where Daniel Stewart lived.

Several unknown soldiers buried at Warren Union Cemetery. The marker was stolen by grave robbers

Many soldiers who served in various wars and also some of our earliest settlers massacred by killers.

A soldier grabbed a grenade and tossed back to the enemy at great risk to himself saving 9 men.

Arthur Anderson Fireman, Fire Chief. Risked his life many times.

Spc. James Lawrence Arnold killed in Iraq 2007

Alice Z… The the Angel of St Clement For public service beyond the call over many years. 

Richard Joseph Barber killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Howeard Blandino killed in Vietnam

Kamiel Blondeel killed in France. Marker with his name was stolen by the grave robber gang.

Gerald Eugene Butler killed in Vietnam

Daniel Francis Cahill killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Albert Joseph Carrier III killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Russell David Chasse killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Robert Louis Cline killed in Vietnam

Robert F Colatruglio killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Warren Firefighter Charles Consigney killed 1944 putting out a Barn fire

Robert Raymoned Enos Jr killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

David John Falk killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Stanley Dale Farro killed in Vietnam

William Ferdinand Gietzen killed in France. Marker was stolen by the grave robber gang in 2011.

David Jerry Givins killed in Vietnam

Vaun Arlen Gorbe killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Kenneth Gerald Green killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Edward Louis Griggs III killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Edward W Grimms died in service no one bothered to record his history.

Alan Harry Gross killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

William Richard Guenther killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Dennis James Gulla killed in Vietnam

David Hanselman for outstanding community service over many years.

Paul Gordon Hazen killed in Vietnam 

Walter Earl Heyer Jr killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Michael August Hoglund killed in Vietnam 

Richard Lee Hollingsworth killed in Vietnam 

Roger Joseph Hoover killed in Vietnam 

Richard Allen Jacobs killed in Vietnam given Valorous Service Medal

Roger W. Jannus killed in France. Marker was stolen by the grave robber gang in 2011.

Jeremy Michael Jarvis fixed win crew all lost body still missing POW-MIA

Charles Henry Keller II killed in Vietnam given SILVER STAR AND BRONZE STAR
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Cpl. In Chul Kim killed in Iraq 2004 Marker was stolen by the grave robber gang in 2011.

Thomas Mark Kupiec killed in Vietnam

Alan Lane killed in Vietnam

Peter L… for outstanding community service over many years. Wants it anonymous.

Jeffery Lee Ledford killed in Vietnam

David Michael Livingstone killed in Vietnam

Dennis M Lyden killed in Vietnam

Arnold M Marchlewicz killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Cpl Gentian Marku killed in Iraq 2004 Marker was stolen by the grave robber gang in 2011.

Arthur Miller first mayor of Warren

Eugene Stuart Miller killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Warren Firefighter HENRY K MORAN 1942-1973 involved in a car accident

Myron Richard Nabozniak killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Gerald Neil first historian got me started with mimeographed history told me to carry on if I wanted

Garrett Timothy O Connor killed in Vietnam

Donald Bryan Olsen killed in Vietnam

Thomas Joseph Petela killed in Vietnam

Michael Anthony Radziecki killed in Vietnam

Police Officer Edward A Rea died in 1969

Neil Reid Warrenner died in France

William Reyes killed in Vietnam given SILVER STAR

Gerald Ricci killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

George Henry Rogalla killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Ronald Frank Skoviak killed in Vietnam

Norman Smith Fire Chief Center Line Risked his life many times.

Larry Snow well decorated war hero. Several stars among others 

Ronald Francis Sosnoski killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Ormal Dewey Stevens killed in France.

Daniel Stewart Taught me to care and love and write down history.

Edward W. Thimian died in the service. A psychic visitor told me how he died. Yes.

Neil Stewart Thompson killed in Vietnam

Gary Albert Utriainen killed in Vietnam given BRONZE STAR

Theodore F Van Fleet died as a prisoner of war during the Uncivil War

Roman Rozel Villamor Jr killed in Vietnam

Sergeant Christopher M. Wouters Warren Police Detective killed in 2000

Anonymous threw himself on a M bomber extinguishing the bomb on an airplane about to land in Detroit 

possibly saving hundreds of lives.

Two US Marines on guard duty as a truck pulled up no way of knowing that the driver was a M suicide 

terrorist. Everyone else ran but the Marines tried to stop him. Both died in the explosion.

Two other Marines stopped a 10 year old M girl whose father had put a suicide bomb vest on her. They 

were able to get the dangerous vest off of her and saved everyone including the child. These are real 

heroes. We veterans salute them. Help us veterans stop the grave robbers from stealing memorials.

See The Warren Area Who’s Who book for hundreds of people with names and stories. You can be in 

there also. Just send a bio to wecare@dogoodforall.today SEE Heroes Iraq and Heroes 

Afghanistan which lists many of our young heroes with pictures these are on 

http://dogoodforall.today
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Heroes since Vietnam. The Iraq totals were 4,550 American military, 2401 Afghanistan plus 3793 and 

3937 American civilians working there plus 3,000 on 9-11 that is over 17,681 Americans murdered.[170]

Plus 56,422 Americans were wounded in this in a so-called War on Terror. (They couldn’t even name 

the real enemy, Islamic terrorists) And it is still going on today.  We had more of our young people 

killed last week.  Plus there were other American deaths around the world from terrorists. Also many 

American humanitarians and journalists were killed. Then there are thousands afflicted with PTSDs 

and lives and families destroyed due to it. However many observers have made the observation that 

the other real enemy was “Greed” that puts getting more money, power and profit ahead of human 

lives. They violated the “Human expectation that Humans are Humane. Because there was absolutely 

no need to send armies overseas. Mainland USA was not threatened. We needed better security at 

home, not to make wars overseas. There was no need to destroy hundreds of cities in other countries 

and murder thousands of people. Our planed war caused destruction and the loss of thousands of 

innocent lives. Then the corporations like Halliburton could with no bid contracts rip off the American 

people by raking in billions in profit from taxpayer money to provide services at excessive prices and 

to rebuild those cities and infrastructure. That plan worked with the rich and corporations, we call war 

profiteers costing US taxpayers almost 6 Trillion dollars. Oh and then they borrowed money from 

China, other countries and wealthy bankers. This resulted in the US taxpayer being saddled with an 

enormous dept and paying increasing interest to the wealthy and allowing China to finance its military 

from US money. What? Crazy but true. Who did this. Answer congressmen taking money from 

corporations and bankers. At what price? Thousands of our American young people. A few are shown 

below. 
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Over 10,000 Americans were murdered by jihadies.[170] Plus 56,422 Americans were wounded 

all because of Islamic terrorism. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_terror And now there 

are increasing attacks on Americans and innocent people around the world by jihadies. [2019]

And there is no end in sight!
How many more deaths of our young people will it take before we learn from history?
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Freedom isn’t Free
Wars appear to be the chief occupation of 

humans. If you appreciate your freedom and 

way of life thank a veteran. Families living in 

our area had members like mine that fought in 

the Revolutionary war, the American Civil War, 

World Wars I and II, Korea, Vietnam, Desert 

Storm and Iraq. My dad was in the Normandy 

invasion and saw many die. I served in the 

Vietnam era. Both St Clement Cemetery and 

Warren Union Cemetery have local veterans 

buried there. Center Line has a street named 

after Paul Hazen who died in Vietnam.

Clem Grobbel fought in Russia. See the story on Mike Grobbel’s wonderful website. http://grobbel.org/ 

7,484 women served in Vietnam. Over 60,000 Americans died because of it. 2,650 died from Michigan. 

We ask was it a waste of our young people’s lives and over a Trillion dollars of our taxpayer money? 

(much of which went to profiteering corporations like Halliburton who made 39 Billion in profits from 

this war) Over 10,000 Americans have died in the last few years due to Islamic Terrorists and it appears 

that there is no end in sight. I put up the truth whether they like it or not.

We and they need to find better ways to handle disagreements than killing each other. We must be 

strong and ready to fight. Warning: Many Americans have an attitude that it is not their responsibility to 

defend our country. They have the “I don't care” attitude.  If every able-bodied young person was 

required to spend a few months serving our country. They could get training in a vocation and do public 

service work during that time to pay for their education. It could build needed maturity discipline and 

responsibility in youth. That could solve a lot of problems both for the young person and for the local 

community. The burden of maintaining the peace and freedom should be borne by all. Many of us 

veterans are fed up those who dodge their responsibility and our youth are becoming a nation of obese 

couch potatoes who are unable to even defend their community in times of need. 

Here is a brief history of Wars in our Area.  For thousands of years mankind has lived here. 

Although stone age man’s main occupation was survival in the wilderness their secondary occupation 

appears to have been warfare against other tribes. They often did not speak each others language and so 

could not negotiate a truce or talk their way out of danger. Not understanding each other often leads to 

the spear or knife being put into action rather than words. There were countless killings. They often ate 

the heart of their adversary. They showed no mercy. They killed and tortured and took slaves. There was 

no rule of law rather just the rule of brute force. There were few times of peace but they could never be 

sure when or where another tribe would attack. Would you want to live during that time? 

With the arrival of Europeans in the 1600s a lot of things changed but not the fact of wars. Soon the 

Indians had knives, tomahawks, swords and guns. Both the French and English bought scalps and gave 

the Indians scalping knives and firewater (whiskey) They told them that the other Europeans, Indians 

and settlers were against them and wanted their land. They gave the Indians license to kill and steal the 

settler's belongings including pots, guns, valuables, crops and livestock. There was an increase in tribal 

warfare and killing of settlers from 1600 to 1800 in Michigan. Michigan was a dangerous place for a 

settler until after 1818. Thousands of settlers and Indians were killed. Both were nearly annihilated 

from SE Michigan. Some of the Indians who were left were evicted to reservations.

US American Revolutionary War 1775-1783  221,000 mobilized, 36,000 died in 

action or from wounds, illnesses or accidents. over 12,000 wounded, 16,000 POWs. 
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US Civil War 1861-1865 Total Mobilized 2,456,000. Dead 360,022 
North, 258,000 South. New studies show even more died. Wounded 455,175. POWs 426,000 

Spanish American War 1898 Casualties 69,292 
58,949 from disease, 1,282 from combat. POWs 30,000 

Philippine Insurrection 1898-1902 220,000 Mobilized,

24,064 Killed. 200,000 died of Disease/Hunger 

World War I " The War to End All Wars" 1914-1918 
Over 65 million people mobilized, 8 million people killed, 21 million wounded,
7,750,919 POWs. From Military and Civilian War Related Deaths Through the Ages Matthew White a 

researcher historian states the actual count was 15,000,000 

http://users.erols.com/mwhite28/warstat1.htm Heronoius Engleman for whom Engleman street was 

named was a civil war veteran.  See Appendix for more details.

World War II "A war to end all wars" 1937-1946

404,997 Americans, and total of 55,000,000 killed.
Mobilized 178,048,566. Deaths over 16,000,000 combat, Civilian deaths 6,300,000. POW deaths 

1,500,000. From Military and Civilian War Related Deaths Through the Ages Matthew White a 

researcher historian has detailed breakdown at http://users.erols.com/mwhite28/warstat1.htm

At least 12 Million of innocent civilians were tortured and killed even women and 
children by the Japanese.

Korean War Mobilized 5,720,000. Killed 54,246. Americans 135,000 also killed in 

China. Wounded 103,240. POW deaths 8,000 From Military and Civilian War Related Deaths Through 

the Ages 

Vietnam Era 1964-1973 Almost 9 million service personnel were 

mobilized, over 58,253 were killed many have died since. 53,303 were physically 

wounded.  Many Thousands were mentally wounded. There are 591 American POWs. Many more will 

die of Agent Orange effects. From Military and Civilian War Related Deaths Through the Ages Nearly 

600,000 other people died. I served during this time

Operation Desert Storm 1991 Mobilized 540,000. Killed 269. 

Wounded 357 POWs 23. Somalia Killed 18. Wounded 70 Rwanda 1995 Killed 1,050,000. For update 

on from current attacks see   http://www.icasualties.org/oef/ 

Since 2001 over 10,000 Americans have been murdered by 

jihadies.[170] Plus 56,422 Americans were wounded. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_terror

Also we know that many bare psychological damage which for many has led to suicide back home . 

Only when you count the mentally wounded and family misery caused by these wars can you begin to 

see the human cost. Even one life is too many! Check CNN website below for updates 

http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/war.casualties/  Plus we have stationed our young troops all over the 

world and they are targets.  Many have died in places like Syria and Libya. 

We veterans ask were either was Iraq or Afghanistan worth even one American life? 

See Wikipedia for more details and updates. [2019]
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Please stop the killing, abuse of women and girls, servitude and oppression.

Too many Thousands of  our YOUNG PEOPLE have been murdered NEEDLESSLY.  Since 

2001 over 10,000 Americans have been killed by jihadies with 56,422 Americans wounded.[170]

There have been thousands of attacks by Islamic Terrorists (worldwide) since 9-11 which was the 

second attack on the WTC. The first was on 2/26/1993 when 1000 were injured.  Why? The Quran 

orders them to kill non-believers in many[120] verses. Verify it for your yourself.  Here are a few: 

2:189-191, 9:5, 9:11-14, 9:57, 47:4, 9:29, 3:84, 66:7, 8:66, 2:216, 4:89, 8:60, fight 2:193, 2:222 and 

more. You can verify this yourself.   They are promised to go to heaven if they die in an attack. And 

this has been an accepted[118] practice started by their founder and approved and continued by their 

leadership for 1400 years, continuing into the present. This is why there are so many suicide attacks 

and killings. For more information and list of actual attacks see http://thereligionofpeace.com We 

have proof of many killings and abuse of women and girls.[119] And increasing numbers of attacks on 

Americans and innocent people in the USA and around the world by jihadies.[2019] Facts are facts.

Please stop the killing, abuse of women and girls, servitude and oppression.

Here are the 

children 

killed by the 

Islamic attack 

on The 

Boston 

Marathon.

[121]
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Wars and events 1,354,664 Americans have died in, often needlessly. But it was much worse in other 

countries. Total casualties are much more. Source United States military casualties of war See references

Indian conflicts 1600-1783 estimated settlers 4000 killed

American Revolutionary War years 1775–1783 37,324+ killed

Barbary conflicts  years 1801-1900 74 + 194 =268 killed

Creek war year 1813-1814  575 killed

First Seminole War years 1817–1818  47 killed

Black Hawk War    year 1832 305 killed

Second Seminole War  year 1835–1842 1,535 killed

Mexican–American War   1846–1848  13,283 killed

Rogue River Wars year 1851–1856  196 killed

Second Opium War  year 1856–1860  12 killed

American Civil War years 1861–1865    806,226 killed

Snake Indian War years 1864–1868   30 killed

Spanish–American War  1898  2,446 killed

Philippine–American War  1898–1913  4,196 killed

Cuban War of Independence 1895–1898 estimated 100 Boxer Rebellion 1900–1901  131 killed

Santo Domingo Affair  1904 1 killed

United States occupation of Nicaragua 1910, 1912–1925, 1927–1933  159 killed

Mexican Revolution  1914–1919  181 killed

Occupation of Haiti  1915–1934  148 killed

World War I  1917–1918  116,516 killed

North Russia Campaign  1918–1920  424 killed

American Expeditionary Force Siberia 1918–1920  328 killed

World War II  1941–1945  405,399 killed

Chinese Civil War 1945–1950  164 killed

Korean War  1950–1953  36,516 killed

Vietnam War  1955–1975  58,209 killed but many casualties many now dying from Agent Orange

1958 Lebanon crisis  1958  6 killed

Bay of Pigs Invasion  1961  4 killed

Cuban Missile Crisis  1962  20 killed

Dominican Republic  1965–1966  47 killed

USS Liberty incident  1967  34 killed

Iran  1980  8 killed

El Salvador Civil War  1980–1992 37 killed

Beirut deployment  1982–1984  266 killed

Persian Gulf escorts  1987–1988 39 killed

Invasion of Grenada  1983 19 killed

1986 Bombing of Libya  1986  2 killed

Invasion of Panama  1989  40 killed

Gulf War  1990–1991  294 killed

Haiti  1994–1995 4 killed

Colombia  1994–present  8 killed 

Bosnia-Herzegovina  1995–2004 12 killed

Kosovo War  1998–1999  18 killed

Iraq War 2003–2011 4,550 killed 36,710 casualties 3793 American civilian contractors killed 

Afghanistan 2001–present 2,401 killed plus 22,266 casualties plus 3937 American contractors killed

Intervention against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria  2014+ 76 killed 162 plus more weekly growing

Raid on Yemen  2017  1 killed

U.S.A. increasing attacks on Americans here and abroad hushed up by media.[175] We have documentation. [2019]

Check Wikipedia for updates. 175 a

Also note this is 

only military.  There 

were also thousands 

of American 

Civilians who have 

been killed.

Plus thousands have been 

killed by Islamic Terrorists 

with many thousands in 

just the last few years and 

it continues around the 

world today [2019] and 

increasingly in the USA as 

their numbers grow.[175]



Events, Trips and Favorite Places back in the Old Times

In the pioneer days and prior to 1900 there was little to no time that could be taken away from 

farming, milking and tending the livestock to allow much other than a trip of a few hours. This is 

covered on old time recreation page.  After 1880 things got a little better as time went on.  Long 

trips were nearly always by train which was expensive but a very pleasant and relaxing way to 

travel.  For most folks there was no such thing as a vacation.  There were holidays like the 4th of 

July and Christmas. Trips were limited to the 10 miles per speed of your horse drawn wagon. 

Which usually only had seating for two. Most families did not own fancy buggies. With the 

arrival of the family automobile trips could be further away. Common destinations were Belle 

Isle, St Clair shores driving along the lake shore, and rivers and visiting picturesque towns.  After 

WWII families could take the car on a car picnic to Romeo or Belle Isle.  The State of Michigan  

had created many state parks and there was a nice little one near Romeo.  There were the Dodge 

Brothers Parks like the one at the end of Dequindre by Yates Cider Mill.  This was also a place 

where one creek actually had an aqueduct that allowed it to cross a river. There were boat trips 

from Detroit also. The most popular boats were the Boblo boats either to Boblo or on moonlight 

cruises. There were other boat trips to Put in Bay and other places. Folks took trolly rides to 

Detroit.   As far as events the oldest event was the State Fair and the county fairs.  There were 

occasional visits by carnivals and circuses.  Some folks visited the bigger state and national parks 

for other recreation and camping. Locally sports and bowling were popular.  The 1930s brought 

movie theaters. Scouts had backpacking-train trips to beautiful Philmont Scout Ranch and canoe 

trips on AuSable and Rifle Rivers. In recent years there were big shows such as Outdoor-rama, 

auto shows, Scoutoramas and many festivals around the state. Favorite places also were many 

bars, taverns, Victory Inn. Dare I mention churches. Speakeasys and Rosie Redlights. Facts are 

facts.
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Favorite Stores and Places
Many have already been pictured on previous pages but there are many 

more and I need pictures of them.

Heroes Internet Pub was Great
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Looking for more pictures
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Agriculture and hunting were the main occupations and method of 

survival for hundreds of years. It declined from the 1930s onward.

Crops were Corn, Oats, Wheat, Beans, Grains, Fruits, 

Potatoes, Vegetables, Soy, Alpha, Beets, Rhubarb & more.



The biggest thing there is the Coliseum 

with many various shows all week. Oh for the memories. There so many things we saw there. 

The Ringling Brothers & Barnum Baily Circuses, Scoutoramas, auto and truck events and many 

other shows. Page 149 shows the Historical Marker, the above foto of the Coliseum and fotos of 

the inside of the Coliseum.  It was probably the biggest arena in the Detroit area for many years. 

There were often interesting exhibits or vendors on the first floor under the seating ceiling as 

shown by the foto on the left. Page 150 Shows a glimpse of the midway which had not only the 

usual rides but many extra attractions.  It was much bigger than the traveling carnivals. Page 150 

also has fotos of the Beef, Dairy & Sheep barn which was also huge.(see the map) There were 

many big buildings with fascinating exhibits. There is a sad picture of Whitehall now closed.  In 

its day it also had many exhibits. Page 151 had the rabbit and poultry building where myself and 

other kids would enter our animals, baking, artwork, crafts, crops into contests for prizes.  We got 

an exhibitors pass that got one in every day and sometimes you one a cash prize  and colorful 

ribbons.  We entered our rabbits, Guinea pigs, pigeons, chickens, hogs, horses, cows, sheep, goats 

etc.  By the end of the fair we had new friends and knew every place in the fair. There were 

educational exhibits also. This fair was a great experience for young people as yet unmatched by 

the present fairs.  I was fascinated by the psychic reader who set up on a little stage in front of the 

Rabbit building. She seemed to help people find lost memories and people.  Her husband would 

go around and find people interested and ask for a donation.  Somehow she seemed to know 

things about them and it appeared that most left happier than they were when they arrived.  Then 

there was the Eastern Star restaurant with good food and other places had lots of food choices.  It 

was fun to watch the taffy machines make the taffy a form of soft candy. The big stove was hit by 

lightning and burned in 2011
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Many of us 

entered our 

livestock into the 

statewide contests 

and that got us a 

free pass into the 

fair for entire two 

weeks.  Many of 

us kids won blue 

ribbons and prizes.



Everyone should read 1984 by George Orwell. Are Big 

Brothers watching you?  Seriously.  Everyone's telephone 

and Internet usage and all financial transactions is being 

recorded. This is a fact known by those in the know.  

Whether you like it or not, it is a fact in todays terrorist 

environment.  This is not a joke or an opinion. Big 

government and business databases are used to keep track of 

everyone and almost everything. Pictures can now come 

from cameras in public areas, and from drones even as small 

as insects. Speeding tickets can be issued from remote 

freeway cameras showing driver's face and license plate. 

RFID chips secretly placed in almost everything will soon 

allow almost everything to be tracked and located by sensors 

placed in public places.  You can get chips with 

transponders to track your dog, car, kids, & spouse. Mu 

chips will mean faster checkouts at stores and inventory 

tracking, but also is causing the elimination of jobs, less 

privacy and worse possibly allow Big Brothers to take over 

by being able to track anyone who speaks up against them 

and to turn off access to paperless money. Already paperless 

money reigns supreme.  Could social control by Big 

Brothers potentially happen? This is not fiction. Check this 

out for yourself. Do a Google search on “mu” chip, verichip. 

RFID, micro drones. See the movie “Enemy of the State.” 

Go look at the facts on all of the above. See for yourself. 

Look at the Big Picture. Government should look out for the 

health, safety and well being of all citizens not just its 

employees and congress. Many felt that the federal 

government had gotten too big and was wasting too much 

money.  I have reported what many have told me and what 

appears to be true.

Computers went from 

room sized to smart 

fone and soon will be on 

a wrist band, watch or 

in eye glasses. They say 

they will put them in a 

little chip in the skin 

behind your ear next.

The grand kids said to me “Look a 

computer that writes on paper.”

Commodore 64 

with 64 K of RAM

Now all in a small smart fone
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Qull pen 

and ink

Carrom® Game Board 

100 games on one, 

reversible wooden 

board.
Ipaq pocket PC

Important Contemporary History



2008-2018 Things got little better during this time. 

By 2011 over half of the residents of Warren were near the 

poverty line. The working class became the forgotten class. 

Many families were now living with relatives or homeless. 

Meanwhile the higher ups managed to get big raises. The 

greedy 1% had stolen most of the wealth from the working 

class. Most working people now can’t buy a new car like 

we used to do every few years. This was not the American 

dream. We worked and expected that our children would 

have a better life. For thousands this did not happen. 

Unemployment numbers are claimed to be low but the real 

situation is that many people can’t find decent paying jobs 

with the education they have while 35,000 jobs in skilled 

trades can’t find anyone in Michigan with the knowledge 

to fill them. Thousands had to move out of Michigan to 

find work. Corporations are gathering info (often wrong) 

about you and offering it for sale to anyone and it can be 

used against you. I deal with this with my college students. 

Google sells your searches to anyone especially employers 

who offer them money. They also look at Facebook.

Thousands of children today do not have adequate food, 

dental, medical care, quality education, and housing. By 

2012 in Warren record numbers of families (5,000 said J 

Fouts) faced foreclosure. There were also record numbers 

of homeless with children. Greedy bankers ripped people 

off. Warren 2010 census population was 134,056. 

People from Detroit and many foreign immigrants were 

moving in. There is constant change with new people, 

buildings, young people and businesses replacing old ones.  

But the young are: often inexperienced, ignorant of history 

and its valuable lessons, ignorant of human rights, and lack 

scientific knowledge and lack fact based outlook, open-

mindedness and all too often accept everything without the 

questioning necessary to avoid losing our freedom.

There are many working secretly to deprive us of our 

freedom, income and American Way of Life.

Get informed.  We are now in an oligarchy. Elect 

congressmen who will work for us not the corporations, 

Big Brother and the wealthy. Perhaps we can have again 

Clean Air, Good Jobs for All, a Kind Caring Spirit of 

Community, freedom of speech and not have to worry 

about Stealth Jihad.  But we need to learn from history.  

Sincerely, humble historian Professor Wesley E Arnold.
You may be wearing your fone

(modern spelling)  on your wrist 

or as glasses.

Technology: From fone booth to portables, flip fone from abacus to slide rule, to mechanical 

calculator, to electronic calculator. Add Personal Digital Assistant, pager, Palm to pocket PC, add 

camera all combined into a smart fone.  Wrist or glasses fones are coming. Also implanted devices 

are coming in the transhuman era we are beginning now. Blind will see, deaf will hear. Paralyzed 

are already walking. Artificial arms and legs are now working. Artificial organs are coming.

What your eyes see when 

looking at the weather 

forecast when wearing these 

glasses.

Wrist Fone

Reel to reel tape, 

DVD and cassette player
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Shhh we are 

watching, 

listening, and 

recording 

everything 

you do even if 

this is turned 

off.

Sensors will be put in 

doorways.

These Mu chips are about to be put in everything to make all trackable. 

Some observations; Surveillance cameras are being put in many places.  

Corps and Big Brother can use face recognition to identify everyone. 

Government and corporation databases are gathering information on 

everyone. They record all of your Internet, phone, location and financial 

info.  Soon they will be able to control your credit on excuse of national 

security and no one will stop them.  See the movie “Enemy of the 

State.” Yes Big Brother is here now. Read the book 1984 by George 

Orwell. Have you noticed we now live in an oligarchy (a form of 

government in which all power is vested in a few persons or in a 

dominant class or clique; government by the few.) Notice how many of 

both the state and federal congressmen serve the rich and corporations 

not the working people.  Notice that the working class has been 

decimated in the last few decades, that over 10,000 of your young 

people have been killed in needless wars so corps could make profit. 

Notice that the news puts out propaganda not news, that there are more 

people in poverty now than ever in history.  Notice how the US 

educational system has been dumbed down to a point that U.S. children 

now test lower than children in third world countries. Notice how the 

Congress sold our debt to the Chinese and that the ‘Chinese are now 

running their military on American money. Notice how the Chinese are 

surpassing us in technology because we have neglected children’s 

education. And notice how nearly all of the earnings growth has gone to 

the wealthy not to working people. Meanwhile the wealthy and 

corporations enjoy huge tax loopholes. Verity this truth yourself.  Join 

with me in working on fixing these things.  First vote out Congressmen 

after one term. Demand responsible action by Congress for American 

working people.

Stop wasting our tax money.  Put Americans first.  We 

work and pay taxes to benefit us, our poor, our seniors and 

our veterans not foreigners, foreign countries or illegals. 

200 corporations pay no income tax. No American veteran 

or senior should go without shelter, medical care, or food.

My time here is nearly up and I just want to do the most 

good I can in the little time I have left so I share 

information that will help save lives.

The rich have a saying 

“only workers are 

stupid enough to pay 

taxes.”
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Sonny said “On many a grave headstones 

glisten of those who heard but wouldn’t 

listen.”



Geodesic Domes offer great possibilities.  They 

can also be made extremely strong.[122]

Light weight domes could be used to grow food 

day and night in cities on rooftops. Local food is 

better quality food no preservatives and cheaper as 

no shipping.  Is dependable as is a known source.

Ideas for a better Future

New advances in Solar panel material for example using Perovskite will allow them to be transparent 

and used in windows.  Thin and light weight, much less expensive, printed by an ink jet printer with 

layering will allow the capture of most of the light spectrum greatly improving efficiency. These will 

be able to generate free energy from light. Stick them to present windows.  We may eventually use 

super strong graphene which is about 100 times stronger than the strongest steel but lighter and 

thinner than the thinnest sheet of plastic.[123]
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I teach technology at a college. My text books started 

saying 4 years ago that 60% of most jobs will replaced 

by automation  soon. It is happening now. Thousands 

are losing their jobs but very few new jobs are being 

created.  We will have to either put people on welfare 

or we will need to create a basic income for all. 

Machines will be doing most stocking and retail jobs.  

Computers with AI will be replacing many lawyers, 

technicians, doctors, and other skilled workers. Our 

local GM factory had 3000 workers, now 200. Work is 

now being done by robots.[125]

A Pharmacy machine in California has filled over 

200 thousand prescriptions without an error, while 

also checking drug interactions something the human 

pharmacist does not have time to do.  Oh and this 

machine works 24/7 even when the pharmacy is 

closed and the lights are off.  And it never gets a 

paycheck or takes vacations. Your local fast food is 

putting in kiosks that take orders and make change 

and putting in machines to do most of the human 

work.  Retail will have robots putting up stock. Lowes 

even has a robot that roams the aisles helping[126]

customers. It can answer hardware questions because 

it has been given the knowledge of many experienced 

hardware people. It can tell you whether the item you 

show it is in the store and how many are in the 

inventory and the price. Retail clerks are going to be 

laid off by the thousands. Autonomous vehicles will 

be putting millions of drivers out of work.  Delivery 

vehicles with compartments that open only to the 

credit card used to place the order. ATMs have already 

replaced millions of tellers. Bots are now writing 

newspaper and magazine articles.    Look at the video 

“Humans Need Not Apply”[127] General purpose 

robots that can be told or shown how to do a job will 

be replacing thousands of blue collar jobs without 

creating many new jobs. Lawn mowing, carpet 

cleaning, dishwashing, burger flipping, planting, crop 

picking, painting, stocking, inventory, medical coding, 

answering customer questions, brick laying robots are 

already a reality. But what do we do with the [129]

thousands out of work with very few jobs to be found? 

IBM’s Super Computer beat the smartest humans 

on Jeopardy and now has become the world’s best 

most knowledgeable medical doctor.  Hospitals 

from around the world consult with this super 

computer over the Internet.  It has proven itself in 

tests to be superior to human doctors. Nurse 

practitioners will be replacing doctors with a 

Watson App on their smart fone. Yes true. Now do 

you have any doubts if a computer can replace the 

best doctors what can’t they do?

General purpose robot named Baxter 

and the world’s best doctor Watson[124]

The Venus Project thevenusproject.com proposes an alternative vision of what the future can be  It calls 

for a  redesign of our culture in which the age-old inadequacies of war, poverty, hunger, debt and[130]

unnecessary human suffering are viewed not only as avoidable, but as totally unacceptable. The Venus 

Project is a part of Resource Based Economy. It proposes a system in which automation and technology 

would be intelligently integrated into an overall holistic socio-economic design where the primary 

function would be to maximize the quality of life rather than profit, outlines an attainable vision of a 

bright and better future. The Venus Project proposes directing our technology and resources toward the 

maximum benefit of people and planet, and seeking out new ways of thinking and living that emphasize 

and celebrate the vast potential of the human spirit. We have the tools at hand to design and build a future 

that is worthy of the human potential. Founder Jacque Fresco received award from the UN.[131]
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In the future we will probably have high speed rail.  

Steel wheel on rail is still the most efficient method 

but levitation using magnetic fields to actually raise 

the “pod” above a guide rail is even more efficient.  

People may be able to go from New York to 

California in an hour.  If put in tubes under ground 

they are safe from snow, ice heat and rain.  The 

temperature there is 68 degrees year round.  These can 

be combined with tornado and hurricane free[132]

underground shopping malls.  As in Toronto and NY 

you will be able to get to within a couple of blocks of 

anywhere quickly and safely with no traffic or parking 

hassles and read your book or paper or enjoy looking 

at videos while moving. Machines can now dig the 

tubes and create the cement tunnels.[133]

Combine with beautiful geodesic weather 

free geodesic dome station-parks. Why 

not? Technology has reached a point that 

we can create these things and also have 

three-day work weeks and to eliminate 

driving and parking hassles and still have 

abundance for all.[134] See my archive.
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Today we have more children living in poverty than 

at any time and we have the highest rate of [136]

childhood poverty of any major country 22% and 

the Congress keeps turning down attempts to raise 

the minimum wage and to extend unemployment 

benefits and they have cut down food stamp 

benefits while giving themselves fat raises.  We 

have more income and wealth inequality than any 

other country.  Almost all of the new Income 

recently created has gone to the top 1%. Congress 

bailed out the rich bankers who forced millions to 

lose their homes. Corporations are putting profit 

ahead of worker families by automating and[137]

outsourcing millions of jobs forcing most our 

middle class into the lower class.  CEOs got big 

raises McDonald's $13.8 Million  KFC's $44 

Million, Walmart's $17.6 Million.[138] Not paying 

employees a living wage while hogging big profits 

to excess is CORPORATE GREED.  And they cut 

workers down to 20 hours a week forcing[138]

employees to go on welfare, starving children, 

denying families medical care and education. 

Hungry, stressed kids don't learn well and can't 

afford the now needed computer. Corporate profits 

hit record highs and worker wages have hit record 

lows. This is hurting many Americans.  

Congressmen controlled by corporations must be 

voted out. Wasteful excessive government spending 

is costing taxpayers needlessly.[139]

Over 200 corporations do not pay any Federal[140]

Income taxes and get low interest government loans 

and other Federal Government handouts.  This is 

called Corporate Welfare and it is in the Billions of 

dollars.  Congress allows it because Congress gets 

collectively over a billion dollars in contributions to 

their political campaigns from corporations.  This is 

why many congress members favor corporations 

not you and me.  This is hurting Americans and 

hurting our country because we are not funding 

education or infrastructure maintenance, and 

improvements.  Example: just look at the trains in 

other countries compared to ours.

By request here are some 

opinions commonly held.

And there are many homeless families here now.

We now have all of the resources needed to 

create abundance for all, including medical 

care and very short work weeks. Poverty is 

now obsolete.189
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The solution is here.  There is an easy to learn international vocabulary that can save lives here and around the 

world.  Humans need to understand each other especially in emergencies.  If a woman is trying to tell a 

doctor that her child drank poison but the doctor doesn’t speak her language or tell a policeman that someone 

took her child, or two gang leaders want to settle a dispute, or a pilot is being told to do something by a traffic 

controller, or people are being given directions on how to escape from a sinking ship, THEY ALL NEED TO 

UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER at that moment OR LIVES WILL BE LOST. 

Hundreds of people have died because of language non-understanding.

There is an easy solution.  In Ten minutes a day  people can learn an International Vocabulary, even children 

in elementary grades.  Within a month they could have basic understanding.  Enough for basic and emergency 

communication.

If you know English you already know over 2000 words in this language.

It only has 16 rules of grammar with no exceptions.

We could have understanding between all languages within a short time if students would be taught this for 

10 minutes a day in elementary school.

Thousands of lives could be saved.  Every human could understand every other human.

For more information  Visit easiestlanguage.info

Many people have died needlessly due to shipping 

and boating accidents because of language non-

understanding.  The Andrea Doria accident both 

captains knew the other ship was there but did not 

understand the others language then no lifesaving 

instructions were given to the passengers in a 

language, they could understand so panic reigned and 

people died.[240]

Language mis-understanding has caused: 
deaths of  583 persons needlessly in this airplane 

accident on the ground and hundreds more in other non-

understanding caused accidents.

Hundreds of deaths during medical emergencies

Hundreds of children kidnaped but the police could not 

understand the mother’s language.

Thousands of fights and killings because people did 

not understand each other and did not clear up 

misunderstandings. Even some wars could have been 

avoided and thousands of lives saved by understanding.

The easy solution is the easy to learn 

International Vocabulary Esperanto (no it is not 

Spanish) 

you already know 2000 of its words. It has been 

suppressed by teachers of other languages because it 

is so easy.
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STOP KILLING, SUFFERING, NEGLECT 

of HUMAN RIGHTS

READ THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION 

OF HUMAN RIGHTS

YOU ARE NOT POWERLESS.  SPEAK UP.

Become informed and vote for representatives and 

senators who will represent your interests not those of 

corporations. Many of them in both federal and state 

are taking thousands in bribes and are favoring corp-

orations not us.  Get informed.  Vote them out of office.

We have created ample for all but we throw away
millions of tons of food, clothing, and useful 

items yearly.  At this time in history poverty 
is unnecessary, and unacceptable. 

No child should be without adequate food, 
clothing, shelter, medical care and good 

education.  
Corporations and the rich are hogging the

profits and not paying living wages and this is
hurting most Americans.

This is Criminal Greed.
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Ma the cow fell into the well! 
Wells were hand dug big holes in the ground that usually had barriers. Sometimes livestock would 

stand on and break through the cover and fall into the well. What would you do? There was no 911 

to call. In our area thirty foot depth and five foot around was usually successful. How do you get a 

cow out. Pioneers had no strong rope or chains. There were no big tractors or tow trucks or special 

equipment. If the cow pooped or died then the water would be contaminated. Got any ideas? 

One good turn led to another 
For the most part Indians and settlers were enemies. They certainly did not trust each other. I have 

heard of some Indians helping the pioneers and of cooperation between them. One very cold winter 

night an early pioneer heard a knock at his door. Because there was no law in the early years one 

answered his door with gun in hand. At the door was a nearly frozen Indian family that just wanted 

to get warm. The settler to protect his family tried to stay awake all night to keep his eyes on the 

Indians but towards morning he fell asleep. When he awoke the Indians were gone. He looked 

around saw that his family was OK. They were still sleeping peacefully and nothing was missing. 

When he opened the door he found that the Indians had left him a present, fresh venison enough to 

feed his family for several days. At times Indians and settlers helped each other. At times they 

fought each other. Many Indians became beggars. Some were proud and honest. One could not 

blame the Indians for distrusting the white man. After all he stole and cheated them out of their 

land, and caused Indian groups to fight each other. Many Americans and Europeans had massacred 

Indians and their wives and children. Some Indians learned the culture of the settlers and lived in 

peace. Their reward was to be killed, starved or evicted from the very land that was promised them. 

Other Old Interesting Events and Stories
Grandma and the bear. One day when we were away from the cabin a bear got in to it and was 

rummaging around. Grandma did not have a gun but fought the bear with an ax. She won and we 

had bear meat for several days. One of the settlers was walking in the woods without his gun and 

was attacked and killed and partly eaten by wolves. Grandma Bunert stated they often heard the 

howl of wolves in the woods where Macomb College is now. Pioneer children reported that they 

could see wolves outside in the moonlight thru the openings between the logs of log cabins.. 

Earthquake
On August 17, 1877 an earthquake scared the local horses. Some people reported a rumble noise. 

This area has not had a devastating earthquake for thousands of years. 

Mysterious big tower and Statewide Fires
What was that mysterious big tower by the Brick St Clement Church with a Windmill on it. Turned 

out to be the tall wind powered water cistern.  Fall of 1871 there was a drought. Debris from 

logging and land clearing was tender-dry. Wells went dry, crops failed, streams shrank. Michigan 

burned across the state,  burning 1,100,000 acres and resulted in at least 200 deaths. Ten years

later another fire struck the Thumb area which was completely devastated. The Fire burned for

over a month. Over 2 million acres were burned, hundreds of families lost everything and 282 died.  

The skies dark for days. So when you hear about California burning it is history repeating itself.  

Causes are similar drought, excess dry brush and dry material near homes.  Home loss can be 

prevented now.  Trim dry plants, use tile shingles or run a garden watering hose over house peak.

Huge Snowstorm
In 1918 there was a huge snow storm that absolutely isolated Warren for several days. It was just 

impossible to go anywhere. There was little if any snow removal equipment anywhere. People were 

digging out for weeks. And they did not have snow shovels or show plows. There are several 

instances of hail in summer. A few years had ice every month. See the index for the pages on 

Weather Extremes.  Subways and underground office and shopping centers are weatherproof and if 

properly built and drained are flood and tornado proof..
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This little FREE book can save lives because it has important 

things not taught in school that young people need to know.  It 

is positive, success oriented, warns about things that threaten 

lives such as drugs, negative thinking and not putting safety 

first. 

Download it for free from 

http://dogoodforall.today

Or get it from Amazon 

Books for Kindle for 99ȼ
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Here are just a few of the almost 200 books researched by Professor 

Wesley E. Arnold which are useful and informative.  They are free 

from http://dogoodforall.today or 99ȼ from Amazon Books.
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Nov 28, 2011 Federal agents arrested Faisal Shahzad, 30, a naturalized United States citizen from 

Pakistan, for driving a car bomb into Times Square on Saturday evening in what turned out to be an 

unsuccessful attack. The United States attorney general, Eric H. Holder Jr., said Times Square was 

“milliseconds” away from “s casualties” in Saturday’s attempted bombing.. 
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August 3, 2011 A new study released today by the 

Center for Media and Democracy (CMD) shows 

that, despite rosy statements about the bailout's 

impending successful conclusion from federal 

government officials, $1.5 trillion of the $4.8 

trillion in federal bailout funds are still 

outstanding.

This massive effort is in stark contrast to the 

mere $2 billion the Treasury has spent to 

directly help homeowners stay in their homes. 

With housing prices continuing to falter and the 

United States approaching 9.2 million 

foreclosure filings since the beginning of 2008, 

HAMP can be described as nothing less than an 

abject failure. MUCH OF THIS IS BECAUSE 

BANKS ARE REFUSING TO HELP CUS-

TOMERS AND ARE PROFITING BECAUSE OF 

THE BAILOUT WHILE FORCING PEOPLE 

OUT OF THEIR HOMES.

CONGRESS LIED TO US

The bill was supposed to be 700 billion but now it 

is discovered that they actually spent much more

and on top of that borrowed the money from 

China and now Americans are paying interest on 

these billions. As a result the USA is actually now 

financing China's military.

But the real killer is that the US National Dept 

is now over 15 Trillion dollars. That is $133,731 

per each taxpayer. And worse the interest we are 

paying to rich bankers is 3.7 trillion dollars. No 

wonder the bankers are rich. And most of them 

pay very little taxes. Congress has WAISTED 

OUR MONEY and gone into dept to foreign 

bankers. 

EXECUTIVE PAID 1 MILLION WITH OUR 

MONEY

A Securities and Exchange Commission report 

that showed AIG executive David Herzog 

having received upwards of a $1 million bonus.

Nov 2008. This was with our taxpayer money.

$86,000 FOR HUNTING TRIP
AIG executives took $86,000 of taxpayer money 

for an English hunting trip to kill rabbits.

$440,000 for a week-long retreat
Then in Sept 2008 AIG spent $440,000 for a 

week-long retreat at a lavish California resort.

Meanwhile they are throwing families out of their 

homes and the government is paying them to do 

that with taxpayer money.

BANKERS GETTING BIG BONUSES
Other bank executives of other banks were also 

receiving multiple thousand dollar bonuses. with 

taxpayer money and most rich bankers pay very 

little in taxes.

So the tax payers bailed out the banks and are now 

billions in dept and one would think the banks 

would be grateful. No instead the bankers have 

raised the interest rates on our credit cards and 

continue to throw families out on the street and 

profit from it with taxpayer money.

Who has done this?

the US Congress and Presiden
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